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Paper Money

One of the most interesting and complex series of notes
within the field of U.S. Fractional Currency is the 500
"Justice" type of the Third Issue. The type contains over
30 varieties; having been issued with red backs and green
backs, printed signatures and autographed signatures, with
and without bronze surcharges, and on different types of
security papers.

To complicate things further, the addition of position
figures indicative of the each's note's position on the
original sheet adds more varieties. Normally, Justice notes
were printed with 12 subjects to the sheet. The position
designators "1" or "a" or both were used to indicate the
notes' position on the sheet (Fig. 1).

The upper left note on a sheet showed both the "1" and
the "a". The top center and upper right notes showed only
the "a", while the notes along the left side (except, of
course, the top note) showed only the "1". As illustrated
by Fig. 1, notes which carry both the "1" and the "a" are
six times as scarce as notes with no position figure; the "a"
notes are three times as scarce, and the "1" notes twice as
scarce.

Because the final loop on Francis E. Spinner's famous
flourishing signature always entered into the design of the
note to the right, all Justice note varieties with the "a"
only, or no position designators, must show the presence of

this loop. Of course, as most collectors of Fractionals
know, many of the Justice notes were poorly trimmed, due
to the narrow margins between notes on the sheet. The
spacing was, in fact, closer than on any other Fractional
type. So, in cases where the note has been closely trimmed
on the left, the loop from Spinner's signature may have
been scissored off. But, if there is any sort of left margin or
if the note is not trimmed into the design, that loop is
easily seen.

by Torn Knebl

I was quite satisfied with the above information until I
read an article published in 1972 by Martin Gengerke, an
avid collector and researcher in the field (Paper Money, vol.
11, #2, Whole 3 42). The balance of this article is possible
only through his research and help.

In examining the plate proofs in the files of the Bureau
of Engraving and Printing, it was discovered that a few
Justice note plates were arranged with 30 subjects—three
across and 10 down'T-rather than the usual 12. On one of
these, (face plate #62) all 10 notes in the left column had
the position letter "a" only, rather than the figure "1" or
the combination of letter and figure.
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A bove: Figure 1—Regular Justice sheet
showing the 'normal' location of plate
position figures.

Right: Figure 2—Location of position
figures on a 'sheet' from plate #62.

Far Right: Figure 3—Location of
position figures on a 'sheet' from plate
#5.
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On another plate, (face plate #5) the top three notes had
the "a" only, and all others had no position designators
(Figs. 2 and 3). As mentioned earlier, any note with the
position letter "a" alone would always show the end of the
signature loop from the note to its left (Fig. 4), unless it
was from plate #62 or the upper left corner note from plate*5

Whether or not any regular issue notes were printed
from these plates could not be verified until an actual
specimen was discovered. This would require a Justice
variety with the position letter "a" only, a fairly decent
left margin and no signature loop.

After learning this, I began to examine every "a" note I

Figure 4—Showing location of a signature loop on a regular
'a' only Justice note.

could find, hoping to find this "no loop" variety. This in
itself is not an easy task, as the whole Justice series is quite
scarce. Many varieties are almost impossible to obtain—
especially in decent condition—and it becomes quickly
apparent that the series is full of super sleepers, by today's
standards.

I visited shows, examined dealers' stocks, (what little
there are) but to no avail; all of the notes I saw had the
errant loop. I had all but given up when one evening, while
evaluating a group of Justice and Spinner type notes I had
just acquired, I realized that the Friedberg-1365 I was
looking at did not have the loop (Fig. 5). Upon a closer
examination, it was also found that the note had an

Figure 5—No signature loop from note to left.
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Figure 6—Normal location of an inverted plate number.

inverted plate number (#29) on the back, but in the wrong
location for a normal "a" note.

Usually an inverted plate number would appear at the
intersection of the upper right four notes on the sheet. An
"a" note, when it shows an inverted plate number,
normally would have the number at the lower right corner
of the back (Fig. 6).

A "1" and "a" note would show this number, when it
appears, in the lower left corner of the back. On this Fr.
1365 note, the inverted plate number was in the lower
left corner, (Fig. 7) which would put this note in the upper
right corner of the sheet (when viewed from the back).
This, of course, becomes the "1" and "a" note position
when the sheet is turned over. Additionally, there was some
ink smear evident along the top and left edges of the back,
indicating that same corner position. The edges of a sheet
were very prone to receiving these smears and smudges, and
although they are the bane of many condition-conscious
collectors, they can at least be useful as indicators of a
note's position on a sheet.

Of interest also is the fact that back plate #29 was

Figure 7—Location of inverted plate number 29 on
FR 1365a.

indeed inverted, but was a 12-subject plate, rather than a
30. This would indicate that the 30-subject face plates were
cut to 12 before being used. This was, in fact, positively
done, It was stated in an old ledger, (Record of Plates, No.
1, National Currency Bureau) "plates of thirty—cut to
twelve." The ledger was found in the BEP, buried on a shelf
behind some other volumes. Also interesting is the fact that
this cutting down of plates was also done with some of the
plates used to produce Fractionals of the Second Issue.
There are uncut sheets of the Second Issue which show
traces of additional notes from these larger plates.

It was noted in the ledger that Justice plate #5 was dated
November 22, 1864; plate *62 was dated April 20, 1865,
and back plate t/29 was dated December 9, 1864. It is my
guess that the example presented here is from face plate
#5 .

Now that this "no loop" variety is known to exist, we
are confronted with a legitimate new sub-variety. It would
be most interesting to hear about any other specimens that
may now be discovered, and correspondence on the subject
would be welcome.

A BARREL FOR A SAFE

The following banking incident is extracted from the
Sandusky (0.) Journal. It was related by Mr. Hackerdorn,
attorney for the N.Y., Lake Erie & W. Railroad. In former
days gold was in demand, and it was a hard matter to have
script redeemed in this coin, for, if the banks went to
dealing in script, it meant their ruin, and it was a hard
matter to find a bank willing to redeem the paper, if it
could be avoided in any possible manner. In fact, when
there was any script offered for redemption, the banks
never could be found. It appears that an express company
had $10,000 worth of script in its possession, which it
wanted redeemed. The company's officials learned that
there was a bank at Jonesville, Ind., and immediately
dispatched a messenger for that place on horseback, to
secure gold for paper. The messenger drove around through
the country for several days, searching for the town of

Jonesville: No one appeared to know where it was, neither
had any one ever heard of the Jonesville Bank. Finally the
messenger came up to a man whom he met along the road,
and made further inquiry as to the town of Jonesville and
the Jonesville bank. The man told him that the place was
Jonesville, and that the bank was at the corner, pointing
out a dingy looking little blacksmith shop at the
intersection of two country roadways. The messenger
approached the shop with a look of astonishment, and on
entering inquired of the smithy: "Is this the Jonesville
Bank?" "Yes, sir," was the reply; "got some of that 'ere
script, I suppose." "Yes; can you redeem it?" "How much
is it?" "$10,000." "Yes, I guess I can; I've got the money in
the safe." "Well, where's the safe?" "Over there in the
corner," said the blacksmith banker, and he at once
proceeded to dump out a barrel of potatoes. In the bottom
of the barrel was $30,000 in gold, and he redeemed the
$10,000 worth of script. Banker's Magazine May 1892—
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